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PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY REPAIR SCHEME

Adrian E. Ong and Fan Ho

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present invention relates to semiconductor devices and, in particular, testing

and repairing semiconductor memory devices.

[0002] A semiconductor device includes one or more integrated circuit (IC) devices, each

of which includes many miniaturized circuits implemented in a single semiconductor

substrate, commonly referred to as a "chip." The IC devices are typically tested before they

are used in order to ensure their proper operation. The IC devices can be tested in a limited

fashion using built-in self test (BIST) circuitry that is implemented within the IC devices

themselves. A more thorough test of an IC device is traditionally accomplished with

complex external testing equipment allowing to input various test patterns, codes, and data,

and to stress the circuitry of the IC device.

[0003] A common example of an IC device is a memory device implemented on a single

chip. The memory device includes multiple data storage elements, each of which is

configured to store binary information. Examples of memory devices include random access

memory (RAM) devices, such as different DRAM and SRAM devices, read only memory

(ROM) devices and other non-volatile memory devices such as FLASH memories. In some

memory devices, the data storage elements are individually addressable. For example, they

can be arranged in an array of rows and columns, and the stored information can be accessed

in a particular element in the array based on that element's row and column addresses.

[0004] Typically, the memory device includes primary data storage elements that are

intended to be used during normal operation, and redundant data storage elements that are

used to replace malfunctioning primary data storage elements. When a memory test finds an

erroneous primary data storage element, a repair circuit is configured in the memory device

to avoid the malfunctioning storage element and use instead a redundant data storage

element. For example, if one or more data storage elements do not properly operate in a row



of a primary storage element array, the repair circuit switches to a redundant row of storage

elements every time the malfunctioning row is addressed.

[0005] In traditional memory devices, the repair circuits include "fuse matching" blocks

into which the address of the malfunctioning primary storage elements are permanently

"burned." For example, the fuse matching block can include fuses that can be permanently

"blown" by laser. Or the fuse matching block can include "anti-fuses" in which selected

capacitors can be permanently shorted by high voltage electric pulses to match the erroneous

address.

[0006] During manufacturing of the chips, variations in the manufacturing processes may

cause variations in the device parameters (such as threshold voltage variations and sub

threshold leakage), resulting in "weak" data storage elements that are vulnerable to stress or

other external stimuli. Packaging the chips may exaggerate these variations and cause

malfunctions in the weak storage elements. After the memory device is packaged, matching

a new malfunctioning address by using laser to blow fuses in its repair circuit may be

difficult, or even impossible. Although the use of anti-fuses allows a transparent repair

process in the packaged device, it involves costly development of anti-fuse technologies.

These difficulties can lead to increased manufacturing costs either due to the costly anti-fuse

technology or due to the discarding of entire packaged devices for a simple memory failure

which can seriously affect the yield of the entire manufacturing process.

[0007] For example, a system-in-package (SiP) device includes a memory IC device and

an application specific IC (ASIC) device in a single package. Before assembling the SiP

device, the memory chip and the ASIC are separately tested. At this stage, errors in the

memory chip may be repaired by using laser to permanently blow one or more fuses in the

repair circuit. But even if a single bit error happens in the memory chip when it is packaged

together with the ASIC, that error cannot be repaired by using the laser to blow the fuses.

Thus, the entire SiP device may be required to be discarded even if the ASIC operates

perfectly.



SUMMARY

[0008] A memory device can be programmed to repair primary data storage elements at

power-up or in response to detecting their failure. In one implementation of such

programmable memory repair scheme, the memory device includes a repair circuit having

address matching registers, where each register can be programmed to identify

malfunctioning storage elements. For example, each address matching register can be

programmed by using an additional program signal together with existing address lines that

are also used for the address matching function of the repair circuit.

[0009] In general, in one aspect, the present invention provides a semiconductor memory

device that includes a plurality of data storage elements and a repair circuit. The data storage

elements include primary data storage elements and one or more redundant data storage

elements, the primary data storage elements having respective addresses for memory access

operations. The repair circuit is programmable by another semiconductor device separate

from the memory device to recognize a malfunctioning address of the primary data storage

elements, wherein the repair circuit is configured to reroute memory access from a primary

data storage element having the recognized malfunctioning address to a corresponding

redundant data storage element.

[0010] Particular implementations of the memory device can include one or more of the

following features. The repair circuit can include one or more address matching registers that

are configured to recognize the malfunctioning address of the primary data storage elements.

The primary data storage elements can be organized into primary rows or columns and the

redundant data storage elements can form a first redundant row or column, respectively. The

address matching registers can be programmable to reroute external access from a

malfunctioning primary row or column to the first redundant row or column, respectively.

The address matching registers can be programmable to reroute external access from a single

malfunctioning primary data storage element to a single one of the redundant data storage

elements. The repair circuit can include address lines to receive an address of the memory

access operations, and the repair circuit can be further configured to use the address lines for

programming the address matching registers. The repair circuit can use the address lines in

combination with a set pulse signal to program the address matching registers. The address

matching registers can be programmable in a repair mode of the memory device. The repair

circuit can include a set pulse generating circuit configured to generate the set pulse signal in



the repair mode in response to memory access instructions. The repair mode can be activated

in response to a set memory register instruction. The set pulse generating circuit can be

configured to generate the set pulse signal in the repair mode in response to activate, read,

and write instructions. The memory device can be packaged, for example, with another

semiconductor device in a single package. The other semiconductor device can include an

application specific integrated circuit.

[0011] In general, in another aspect, the present invention provides a system that includes

a memory controller unit and a semiconductor memory device controlled by the memory

controller unit to perform memory access operations. The memory device includes a

plurality of data storage elements and a repair circuit. The data storage elements include

primary data storage elements and one or more redundant data storage elements. The

primary data storage elements have respective addresses for the memory access operations.

The repair circuit includes one or more address matching registers that are programmable by

the memory control unit after powering up the memory device, wherein the programmed

address matching registers are configured to recognize a malfunctioning address of the

primary data storage elements and the repair circuit is configured to reroute memory access

from a primary data storage element having the recognized malfunctioning address to a

corresponding redundant data storage element.

[0012] Particular implementations of the system can include one or more of the following

features. The memory controller unit can be implemented in a first integrated circuit device

and the memory device can be implemented in a second integrated circuit device. The

memory controller unit can include a non-volatile memory to store repair information about

the malfunctioning address. The memory controller unit can be configured to program the

address matching registers based on the stored repair information. The memory controller

unit can include a memory test function to test the primary data storage elements. The

memory controller unit can be configured to program the address matching registers based on

a result of the test. The memory control unit and the memory device can be assembled in a

single package. The memory control unit can be implemented in an application specific

integrated circuit.

[0013] In general, in yet another aspect, the present invention provides a method for

operating a memory device including primary and redundant data storage elements and a

repair circuit with one or more address matching registers. The method includes storing a



repair address in a non-volatile memory. The repair address indicates one or more

malfunctioning primary data storage elements. The method also includes providing

operational power for the memory device, entering into a memory setup mode to prepare the

powered memory device for subsequent memory access operations, in the memory setup

mode, programming the address matching registers based on the stored repair address, and

exiting the memory setup mode to allow the memory device to perform the memory access

operations during which the address matching registers are configured to recognize the repair

address and the repair circuit is configured to reroute the memory access operations from the

primary data storage elements to corresponding ones of the redundant data storage elements

if the repair address is recognized.

[0014] Particular implementations of the method for operating the memory device can

include one or more of the following features. Programming the address matching registers

can include entering into a repair mode, providing the repair address to the repair circuit,

activating one or more of the address matching registers based on the provided repair address,

and exiting the repair mode. Activating one or more of the address matching registers can

include activating a first address matching register by a set pulse signal generated in response

to a memory access instruction. The memory access instruction can include a read, write or

row activate instruction. In the memory setup mode, one or more memory access registers of

the memory device can be set to define parameters of the memory access operations. The

memory device can be tested to identify the repair address.

[0015] In general, in yet another aspect, the present invention provides a method for

testing a semiconductor memory device assembled in a single package with a memory

controller that is configured to control the memory device for memory access operations.

The memory device includes primary and redundant data storage elements and a repair circuit

with one or more address matching registers. The method includes testing the memory

device in the package, the test identifying one or more malfunctioning primary data storage

elements. The method further includes storing a repair address corresponding to the

malfunctioning primary data storage elements in a non-volatile memory of the memory

controller, and providing a repair unit in the memory controller, the repair unit configured to

program the address matching registers of the memory device based on the stored address

information in preparation for the memory access operations, wherein the programmed

address matching registers are configured to recognize the repair address based on which the



repair circuit reroutes the memory access operations from the malfunctioning primary data

storage elements to corresponding ones of the redundant data storage elements.

[0016] Particular implementations of the method for testing can include one or more of

the following features. The memory controller can be implemented in an application specific

integrated circuit. The memory device and the memory controller can be separately tested

before assembling in the single package. The repair unit can include software stored in the

non-volatile memory of the memory controller.

[0017] In general, in yet another aspect, the present invention provides a system that

includes a first integrated circuit device having a memory setup function, and a second

integrated circuit device connected to the first integrated circuit device and including a

memory device having a plurality of data storage elements and a repair circuit. The data

storage elements include primary data storage elements and one or more redundant data

storage elements. The primary data storage elements have respective addresses for memory

access operations. The repair circuit is programmable by the memory setup function of the

first integrated circuit device after powering up the second integrated circuit, wherein the

programmed repair circuit is configured to recognize a malfunctioning address of the primary

data storage elements and to reroute memory access from a primary data storage element

having the recognized malfunctioning address to a corresponding redundant data storage

element.

[0018] Particular implementations can include one or more of the following features.

The repair circuit can include one or more address matching registers that are programmable

by the memory setup function of the first integrated circuit device after powering up the

second integrated circuit and the programmed address matching registers are configured to

recognize the malfunctioning address of the primary data storage elements. The first and

second integrated circuit devices can be assembled in separate integrated circuit packages.

The separate packages can be mounted on a single circuit board. The first and second

integrated circuit devices can be assembled into a single system-in-package device. The first

integrated circuit device can include non-volatile memory storing information about the

malfunctioning address which is used by the memory setup function to program the repair

circuit in the second integrated circuit.



[0019] In general, in yet another aspect, the present invention provides a method for

operating a system that includes a first integrated circuit device and a second integrated

circuit device operably connected to the first integrated circuit device. The second integrated

circuit device includes a memory device having primary and redundant data storage elements.

The method includes testing the memory device to identify one or more malfunctioning

primary data storage elements, storing at least one repair address corresponding to the

malfunctioning primary data storage elements in a non-volatile memory of the first integrated

circuit device, and enabling a memory setup function in the first integrated circuit device to

program a memory repair circuit in the second integrated circuit device based on the stored

repair address in preparation for memory access operations, wherein the programmed

memory repair circuit is configured to reroute the memory access operations from the

malfunctioning primary data storage elements to corresponding ones of the redundant data

storage elements.

[0020] Particular implementations can include one or more of the following features.

The repair circuit can include one or more address matching registers that are programmable

by the memory setup function of the first integrated circuit device after powering up the

second integrated circuit and the programmed address matching registers are configured to

recognize the repair address. The first and second integrated circuit devices can be

assembled in a single system-in-package device.

[0021] Particular embodiments can be implemented to realize one or more of the

following advantages. By using the programmable address matching registers,

malfunctioning storage elements can be repaired in a memory device without the

cumbersome process of blowing fuses or anti-fuses. Thus, the storage elements can be

repaired without using lasers to blow the fuses or high voltage pulses to short the anti-fuses.

The address matching registers can be implemented on the chip in a smaller "real-estate" than

that required by the fuses or anti-fuses. The address matching registers can be implemented

in accordance with existing memory standards, for example, as vendor specific mode

registers. During programming, each of the address matching registers can be selected using

the address lines of the primary data storage elements, and a selected register can be set by a

simple pulse transmitted through a single programming line. The storage elements can be

repaired even after the memory device is packaged. Thus, the manufacturing yield can be

increased. In a SiP device, an external tester can identify the malfunctioning addresses. The



malfunctioning addresses can be identified using techniques that can access and test the

memory thoroughly while in the SiP package without bonding out all the memory pads to the

package balls. Such access and test techniques are described in a series of patents originally

filed by Inapac Technology, Inc., of San Jose, CA (for chip testing within a multi-chip

semiconductor package see, e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,732,304 and 7,139,945; for testing

integrated circuit devices see, e.g., U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,754,866 and 7,103,815; for entering test

mode and accessing a packaged semiconductor device see, e.g., U.S. Pat. No. 6,812,726; for

internally generating patterns for testing in an integrated circuit device see, e.g., U.S. Pat. No.

7,313,740; and for bonding pads for testing of a semiconductor device see, e.g., U.S. Pat. No.

6,882,171 - the disclosure of these patents is incorporated herein by reference.) Information

identifying the malfunctioning addresses can be stored in a non-volatile memory of the ASIC

using standard protocols, such as JTAG. The storage elements can be repaired even after

manufacturing, for example, by the customers. Previously found malfunctioning addresses

can be stored in a non-volatile memory of a controller which can program those addresses

into the address matching registers at power up by a simple modification of the standard

memory setup procedure. The address matching registers can also be reprogrammed during

normal operation, for example, if a memory test finds malfunctioning data storage elements.

In a SiP device, the ASIC can run an internal memory test and program the address matching

registers without any external test equipment. The reprogramming can include adding or

removing malfunctioning addresses. Once the address matching registers are programmed,

the controller can avoid the malfunctioning storage elements without implementing

complicated address re-mapping schemes.

[0022] Further technical advantages are readily apparent to one skilled in the art from the

following figures, descriptions, and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating a system including a memory

device with address matching registers according to one aspect of the invention.

[0024] FIGS. 2 and 3 are flowcharts illustrating methods for operating a memory device

having address matching registers according to particular aspects of the invention.

[0025] FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an exemplary programmable

address matching register according to one aspect of the invention.



[0026] FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an exemplary circuit for

generating a set pulse for an address matching register according to one aspect of the

invention.

[0027] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary method for testing SiP devices

according to one aspect of the invention.

[0028] FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an exemplary address matching

circuit using multiple programmable address matching registers.

[0029] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary power up and initialization

sequence for the programmable memory repair scheme.

[0030] FIG. 9 is a schematic timing diagram illustrating an exemplary implementation of

the sequence shown in FIG. 8.

[0031] Like numerals are used for like and corresponding parts in the various drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary system 100 according to one aspect of the

invention. The system 100 can be operated according to a programmable memory repair

scheme which allows repairing malfunctioning storage elements even after the system 100

has been powered up.

[0033] The system 100 includes a memory device 110 and a controller 120 connected to

the memory device 110. The memory device 110 includes multiple data storage elements

and the controller 120 is configured to store data in and read data from those data storage

elements using address lines 130, control lines 140, and data lines 150. The memory device

110 and the controller 120 are configured such that the controller 120 can program the

memory device 110 to repair one or more of its malfunctioning storage elements. Thus, the

memory device can be repaired "on the fly" without permanently blowing fuses or antifuses.

Once the memory device 110 is properly programmed to repair all of its malfunctioning

storage elements, the controller 120 can control the memory device 110 as if all of its storage

elements were fully functional.



[0034] In one implementation, the memory device 110 and the controller 120 are

implemented in separate chips but assembled in a single package as a SiP device. For

example, the memory device 110 can include a DRAM device and the controller 120 can be

implemented in an ASIC device and assembled with the DRAM device in a single package.

Alternatively, the memory device 110 and the controller 120 can be separately packaged. Or

the memory device 110 and the controller 120 can be implemented in a single chip. In other

implementations, parts of the memory device 110 and the controller 120 can be distributed on

multiple chips as best suited for the corresponding applications.

[0035] The memory device 110 includes primary data storage elements 112, redundant

data storage elements 114, and a programmable repair circuit 116. The data storage elements

112 and 114 are configured to store binary data. If the memory device 110 has no

manufacturing or other errors, it uses only the primary data storage elements 112. The

redundant storage elements 114 can be used to replace some of the primary storage elements

112 if they do not operate properly. The repair circuit 116 is programmable to replace a

malfunctioning portion of the primary storage elements 112 with the redundant storage

elements 114.

[0036] The primary storage elements 112 are individually addressable by the controller

120 using the address lines 130. For example, the primary storage elements 112 can be

arranged in an array of rows and columns, and the controller 120 can use the address lines

130 to select a particular storage element in a particular row and a particular column. In one

implementation, the controller 120 uses the address lines 130 to transmit first a row address

to select the particular row and to transmit subsequently a column address to select the

particular storage element in the previously selected row. Alternatively, the row and column

addresses can be simultaneously transmitted.

[0037] The redundant storage elements 114 serve as potential replacement of

malfunctioning primary storage elements and, accordingly, typically the memory device 110

includes much less of them than from the primary storage elements 112. The redundant

storage elements 114 can be organized to be compatible with the arrangement and addressing

protocol of the primary storage elements 112. If the primary storage elements 112 are

arranged in an array of rows and columns and addressed in the sequence of row and column,

the redundant storage elements 114 can be organized in rows. If a particular storage element

is malfunctioning among the primary storage elements 112, the row of the malfunctioning



storage element can be replaced by an entire row of the redundant storage elements 114.

Alternatively, the redundant storage elements 114 can be organized in columns to replace one

or more malfunctioning columns based on their columns address. Or, both of the row and

column addresses can be used to select one of the redundant storage elements 114 as

replacement of a single malfunctioning primary storage element. In fact, the redundant

storage elements can be organized into any other block or other structure as suitable for the

particular implementation.

[0038] The repair circuit 116 includes address matching registers 118 that the controller

120 can program to recognize addresses that are transmitted through the address lines 130.

The programmed address matching registers can be used to match an address of a

malfunctioning element among the primary storage elements 112. If the address matching

registers 118 indicate that an address includes one or more malfunctioning primary storage

elements, the repair circuit 116 disables the primary storage elements 112 and activates the

corresponding portion of the redundant storage elements 114. For example, if a particular

row includes one or more malfunctioning element in an array of the primary storage elements

112 and the address of the particular row is transmitted through the address lines 130, the

address matching registers 118 indicate that, at this row address, the primary storage elements

112 include at least one malfunctioning element, and the repair circuit 116 disables the

primary storage elements 112 and activates instead a corresponding row of the redundant

storage elements 114.

[0039] The address matching registers 118 can be organized according to the structure of

the primary storage elements 112 and the addressing protocol used to access those storage

elements. If the primary storage elements 112 are organized in separately addressable rows,

the address matching registers 118 can be configured to match the row address. If the

primary storage elements 112 are organized in separately addressable columns, the address

matching registers 118 can be configured to match the column address. If the primary

storage elements 112 are organized into multiple banks, the address matching registers 118

can be bank specific. Or the address matching registers 118 can treat the multiple banks as a

single unit, without differentiating them.

[0040] The controller 120 is configured to control the memory device 110 using the

address lines 130, the control lines 140 and the data lines 150. The controller 120 includes a

memory control unit 122 and a non-volatile memory 128. The memory control unit 122



directly controls the memory device 110 and the non-volatile memory 128 stores data that are

necessary for the operation of the control unit 122. For example, the non-volatile memory

128 stores repair addresses 129 which indicate malfunctioning primary storage elements in

the memory device 110. The controller 120 can also include additional functional units as

required for a particular application for which the controller 120 is designed. For example,

the controller can be implemented in an ASIC device that is packaged together with the

memory device 110 according to a SiP design.

[0041] The memory control unit 122 includes a memory test function 124 and a memory

setup function 126. The memory test function 124 is configured to test the proper operation

of the memory device 110 and detect any malfunctions of the primary storage elements 112.

The memory test function 124 can also be configured to identify malfunctioning addresses of

the primary data storage elements 112, and store the corresponding repair addresses 129 in

the non-volatile memory 128. In alternative implementations, the memory control unit 122

can be implemented without the memory test function 124. If testing of the memory device

110 is required in such implementation, it can be performed by using external testing

equipment. Based on the test results, the external testing equipment can also provide the

repair addresses 129 for storing in the non-volatile memory 128.

[0042] The memory setup function 126 prepares the memory device 110 for subsequent

normal operation. For example, the memory setup function 126 can setup the structure and

timing of the communications through the address and data lines 130 and 150. The memory

setup function 126 includes a repair unit 127 which is configured to program the repair circuit

116 of the memory device 110 based on the repair addresses 129 stored in the non-volatile

memory 128. During memory setup, the repair unit 127 can use the control lines 140 to put

the memory device 110 into or out of a repair mode, the address lines 130 to transmit the

repair addresses 129 from the controller 120 to the memory device 110, and the control lines

130 to set the address matching registers 118. In alternative implementations, the repair unit

127 can use any other combination of the address, control and data lines 130, 140 and 150 to

program the address matching registers. Furthermore, the repair unit 127 can operate

independent of the memory setup unit 126, for example, under the influence of external

control.

[0043] Once the repair unit 127 has properly programmed the address matching registers

118, the memory control unit 122 can operate normally. Accordingly, the memory control



unit 122 does not have to re-map or otherwise try to avoid the repair addresses 129. If a

memory operation, such as a memory read or write, involves one of the repair addresses 129,

that address is sent to the memory device 110 under the normal protocol of the memory

operation. In the memory device, the address is received by the programmable repair circuit

116 which can use the received address and the address matching registers 118 to switch

from the primary data storage elements 112 to the redundant data storage elements 114.

Thus, the memory device 110 can appear to be fully functional to the controller 120, even

though some of its primary storage elements 112 do not properly operate.

[0044] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary method 200 for controlling a memory device, such

as the memory device 110 (FIG. 1), which has a programmable repair circuit with address

matching registers. The method 200 can be performed by a controller, such as the controller

120 (FIG. 1), which is connected to the memory device and is configured to operate the

memory device under a standard memory access protocol. In one implementation, the

method 200 is performed upon power-up. Alternatively or in addition, the method 200 can

be performed any time when a memory malfunction is detected.

[0045] The controller stores one or more repair addresses in a non-volatile memory (step

210). The repair addresses identify malfunctioning primary data storage elements in the

memory device. The repair addresses can be obtained by an internal or external test during

manufacture or at a time of power-up or any other time during normal operation.

[0046] The controller enters into a memory setup mode (step 220). During the setup, the

controller can prepare the memory device for subsequent memory operations and set different

registers therein to establish parameters for those operations. For example, the controller can

set communication parameters, such as data length and delay for read and write operations.

[0047] In the memory setup mode, the controller programs the address matching registers

in the memory device based on the repair addresses stored in the non-volatile memory (step

230). As a result of the programming, the address matching registers are configured to

recognize addresses that would require access to primary data storage elements that are

malfunctioning. If a malfunctioning address is recognized, the repair circuit is configured to

switch to the corresponding redundant storage elements.

[0048] After completing the memory setup, the controller enters into the normal memory

control mode (step 240). In the normal mode, the controller does not need to worry about



any malfunctioning address in the memory device. Thus, the controller is not required to

remap or otherwise try to avoid the malfunctioning addresses.

[0049] In one implementation, the controller is included in an ASIC device that stores

each bit of the malfunctioning address. In addition, the ASIC device can store one additional

bit, which functions as a "repair flag" to indicate whether memory repair is required or not

during the memory setup. If no memory repair is required, the memory controller in the

ASIC uses the normal sequence of operations to power up the memory. If memory repair is

required, the memory controller can add a memory repair programming sequence after or

combined with the normal power-up sequence. Such modular programming allows for an

easy implementation of the memory controller, which can use the standard programming

sequence for power-up.

[0050] Deep Power Down (DPD) is a state in which power (VDD and VDDQ) is

continuously applied while all other operations, including clock signal generation, are

suspended. When exiting the Deep Power Down mode, the standard power-up sequence can

be used without including the memory repair programming sequence. Indeed, as long as the

power supply to the memory is not removed, there is no need to repeat the memory repair

programming sequence.

[0051] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary method 300 for programming address matching

registers in a memory device, such as the memory device 110 (FIG. 1). The method 300 can

be performed by a controller, such as the controller 120 (FIG. 1), which is connected to the

memory device with address and control signal lines, such as the address and control lines

130 and 140 (FIG. 1). In one implementation, the method 300 is performed as a part of the

programming step 230 in the memory controlling method 200 (FIG. 2).

[0052] The controller enters into a repair mode (step 310). In the repair mode, the

controller sends a control signal to the memory device to indicate that subsequent control

refers to programming address matching registers in a repair circuit of the memory device.

[0053] The controller verifies whether the non-volatile memory stores any

malfunctioning addresses to be repaired (decision 320). If no malfunctioning address should

be repaired ("NO" branch of decision 320), the controller exits the repair mode and sends a

corresponding control signal to the memory device (step 330). If one or more

malfunctioning addresses should be repaired ("YES" branch of decision 320), the controller



selects a next repair address and transmits the selected repair address through the address

lines to the memory device (step 340). In the memory device, the repair circuit enables the

address matching registers that correspond to the received repair address, and the controller

sets the enabled address matching registers to match that address (step 350).

[0054] For example, if the repair address corresponds to a row of the primary storage

elements, the controller sets the address lines to transmit the row address (step 340), and

subsequently sends an instruction to activate the current row. In the repair mode, the

received address enables the corresponding address matching registers, and the row activating

instruction generates a pulse to set the enabled registers into their active state (step 350).

[0055] After setting the address matching registers of the current address, the controller

verifies whether the non-volatile memory stores any more malfunctioning addresses to be

repaired (decision 320). If no malfunctioning address is left ("NO" branch of decision 320),

the controller exits the repair mode and sends a corresponding control signal to the memory

device (step 330). If one or more malfunctioning addresses still should be repaired ("YES"

branch of decision 320), the controller sets the current address on the address lines to the next

repair address (step 340) and activates the corresponding address matching registers (step

350), until all repair addresses are programmed into the address matching registers of the

memory device.

[0056] In one implementation, the controller uses a standard memory access protocol to

setup the memory device and program its address matching registers. For example, the

controller can use memory register set (MRS) instructions, such as user defined MRS

instructions, referred here as Inapac MRS (IMRS) instructions, to put the memory device into

the repair mode. The controller can also use standard activate (ACT), read (RD), and write

(WR) instructions to set the address matching registers in the repair mode. For the memory

setup, an exemplary power-up sequence can include the following controller instructions:

< . . . Standard memory setup instructions, such as "PRE" (precharge)>;

<IMRS (putting the memory into repair mode)>;

<Row Address (of the malfunctioning storage element)>;

<ACT (activate row to set the corresponding address matching register>;



< . ..optional other standard memory setup instructions, such as PRE>;

<IMRS (exiting from the repair mode)>;

<standard memory setup . ..

e.g., standard MRS (memory register set) and

EMRS (extended memory register set)>.

[0057] In the above example, the controller provides the Row Address on the address

lines and sets the address matching register corresponding to the malfunctioning row by the

ACT instruction in the repair mode. In addition, the controller can provide a Column

Address of the malfunctioning storage element on the address lines and set an address

matching register corresponding to that row by a read RD or write WR instruction in the

repair mode. Thus, MRS and standard ACT, RD or WR instructions can be used in the repair

mode to program the address matching registers. In alternative implementations, any other

standard or non-standard protocol can be used to program the address matching registers.

[0058] An exemplary power up and initialization sequence for the programmable

memory repair scheme is shown in FIGS. 8 and FIG. 9 as discussed below in more detail.

[0059] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary address matching circuit 400. The address

matching circuit 400 can be implemented in a memory device, such as the memory device

H O(FIG. 1).

[0060] The address matching circuit 400 includes an address matching register 410, a

first transistor 440 that is serially coupled with a second transistor 460. Optionally, the

address matching circuit 400 also includes some other circuitry, such as circuit element 480,

which is required for a particular implementation. The address matching register 410 can be

implemented using a latch or any other static memory element, and the first and second

transistors 440 and 460 can be replaced with any suitable switching circuit element.

[0061] The address matching register 410 receives an address signal 420 and a set pulse

signal 430. The address signal 420 enables writing into the address matching register 410

and the set pulse signal 430 is configured to activate the enabled register 410. With a default

inactive setting, the address signal 420 and the set pulse signal 430 can be used to program



the address matching register 410, for example, in a repair mode discussed above with

reference to FIG. 3 . Once activated by the set pulse signal 430 during the repair mode, the

address matching register 410 remains in the active state until the entire repair circuit 400 is

reset.

[0062] The address matching register 410 outputs a "repair" signal 450 having an inactive

level (corresponding to "0") if the address matching register 410 is not activated, and an

active level (corresponding to "1") if the address matching register 410 is activated. The

repair signal 450 drives the first transistor 440 and the address signal 420 drives the second

transistor 460, which generates an output signal 470. If the address matching register 410 is

inactive, the repair signal 450 is also inactive and closes the first transistor 440. As the first

transistor 440 is closed, the output signal 470 is independent from the serially coupled second

transistor 460, which is driven by the address signal 420. Thus, the output signal 470 is

independent of the address signal 420, and does not indicate any address match. On the other

hand, if the address matching register 410 is active, the repair signal 450 is also active and

opens the first transistor 440. As the first transistor 440 is open, the output signal 470 will

depend on whether the serially coupled second transistor 460 is open or closed. As the

second transistor 460 is driven by the address signal 420, the output signal 470 will depend

on the address signal 420, and indicate if the received address signal 420 is active. Thus, the

address matching function of the circuitry 400 is activated.

[0063] In one implementation, the primary storage elements are arranged in rows, and

each row has a corresponding address matching circuitry 400. In this implementation, the

address signal 420 is active only if the corresponding row is selected. Thus, the address

matching circuitry 400 matches the address signal 420 by changing the output signal 470,

which can be used by further circuitry to disable the corresponding row of the primary

storage elements and activate instead a row of redundant storage elements. In alternative

implementations, the output of multiple address matching circuitry 400 can be combined by

logical operations to match particular repair addresses.

[0064] In the implementation shown in FIG. 4, the address matching circuitry 400

requires only one additional signal line, namely that for the set pulse signal 430, compared to

prior art implementations which used a laser fuse circuit instead of the address matching

register 410. In those prior art implementations, the address signal 420 was used for the

address matching functionality, but no set pulse signal 430 was required, as the repair circuit



was activated by blowing the laser fuse which, in turn, determined the value of the repair

signal 450. In the address matching circuitry 400, the address signal 420 is used not only for

the address matching functionality, but also for selecting the address matching register 410

for programming in the repair mode. Thus, programming the address matching register 410

can be implemented by adding to the prior art designs only one additional signal line, that for

the set pulse signal 430. In alternative implementations, the address matching register 410

can receive any other additional signals, for example, signals for selectively reset circuit

elements.

[0065] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary pulse generating circuit 500 that can be used to

generate a set pulse for an address matching register of a memory device which is

programmed during a repair mode, as discussed above with reference to FIGS. 1-4.

[0066] The pulse generating circuit 500 includes a NAND gate 510 which is connected to

a NOR gate 520 using two paths, one direct path and another through a delay element 530

and an inverter 540. The NAND gate receives a PRG signal 550 and a RAS signal 560. The

PRG signal's active value indicates that the memory device is in the repair mode, and

programming the address matching registers is enabled. In contrast, if the PRG signal is

inactive, the output of the NAND gate remains at an active level "1" which, in turn, sets the

output of the NOR gate 520 to an inactive level "0". In the present example, the RAS signal

560 is a row activating signal. Instead of the RAS signal 560, alternative implementations

can use any other signal which can be controlled from a controller and thus allow

programming the address matching registers. For example, the controller can send ACT, RD,

or WR instructions to the memory device in the repair mode and, instead of the RAS signal

560, the pulse generating circuit 500 can use internal signals derived from those instructions.

[0067] In the repair mode, the PRG signal 550 is active and the NAND gate's output

depends on the RAS signal 560. If the RAS signal 560 is activated, the output of the NAND

gate 510 transitions to a low level ("0") from its prior high level ("1"). The NOR gate 520

receives this transition to low signal level, on one hand, directly and, on the other hand,

through the delay element 530 and the inverter 540 which delay and reverse the transition,

which accordingly goes to high level from its prior low. Due to the delay, low signal levels

overlap at the two input of the NOR gate 520 for a short time. For that short time, the output

of the NOR gate 520 goes high. After the delay, the inverter 540 drives one of the NOR



gate's input high, and accordingly its output low. Thus, the circuit 500 generates a short

pulse which can be used to program the address matching registers.

[0068] FIG. 6 illustrates a method 600 implemented by a system for testing and

programming SiP devices that include an ASIC and a memory device in a single package.

The memory device has programmable address matching registers, and the ASIC is

configured to program and control the memory device as discussed above.

[0069] The system tests the memory and ASIC devices separately (step 610). After

passing the separate tests, the memory device and the ASIC are assembled in a single

package (step 620). After the assembly, the system tests the memory device and the ASIC

within the package (step 630), and checks whether the test results are acceptable (decision

640). If both the ASIC and the memory device pass the test ("YES" branch of decision 640),

the system approves the packaged SiP device for normal operation (step 650). If either

element of the packaged device fails the test ("NO" branch of decision 640), the system

verifies whether the packaged device can be repaired (decision 660). If the ASIC has failed

or the memory device cannot be repaired by programming its address matching registers

("NO" branch of decision 660), the system discards the packaged device (step 680). If the

ASIC has passed the test and the memory device has address matching registers available for

the repair ("YES" branch of decision 660), the system programs the address matching

registers of the memory device based on the malfunctioning address to be repaired (step 670).

Optionally, the system can store the repair address into a non-volatile memory of the ASIC.

[0070] After the repair, the system performs a new memory test (step 630), and verifies

whether the repaired memory has passed. If it has ("YES" branch of decision 640), the

system approves its normal operation (step 650). The repair addresses can be stored in the

non-volatile memory of the ASIC at this point (if it was not stored before), or the system can

store the repair addresses in a document or software shipped with the package device. If the

repair of the memory did not work ("NO" branch of decision 640), the system judges again

whether another repair is possible (decision 660), and if the memory cannot be repaired

("NO" branch of decision 660), the system discards the entire packaged device (step 680).

[0071] The method 600 can be used to increase yield during manufacturing, because it

allows simple repairs of the memory device even after packaging the ASIC and the memory

device together. The increase of the yield is possible, because the packaging causes failure



typically only in a few primary data storage elements, which can be repaired with the

techniques discussed above. Furthermore, increasing the yield even by only a few percent is

important for SiP devices, which would be otherwise discarded even though their ASIC is

fully functional and their memory has only a few failing storage elements.

[0072] FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary implementation of an address matching circuit 700

that can be implemented in a memory device, such as the memory device 110 (FIG. 1).

[0073] The address matching circuit 700 includes multiple address matching registers

710, 7 11, . . ., and 717. Each of the address matching registers 710-717 receives a respective

component <0>, <1>, . . . or <7> of an address signal 720 (also labeled as A<0:7>) which can

be, for example, a row address or a column address. The components A<0:7> of the address

signal 720 can be used to select one of the registers 710-717 for programming in the repair

mode. The selected register can be activated by a set pulse signal 730, which is received in

the address matching circuit 700 through differential signal lines S and S*. In one

implementation, the differential signal lines S and S are driven by a single input line from

which the differential signal components S and S are derived using direct and inverted

connections. After the setup pulse signal 730 is received, the programmed register actives a

corresponding one of repair signal 750s and, in turn, the activated repair signal 750 drives a

respective one of repair transistors 740 (also labeled as N0-N7).

[0074] The same components A<0:7> of the address signal 720 are also received by

respective address matching transistors 760 (also labeled as N8-N1 1 and N14-N17). The

address matching transistors 760, in combination with the repair transistors 740, generate an

address matching output 770 based on the address signal 720 and the repair signals 750

generated by the programmed address matching registers 710-717. Thus, the same address

signals 720 can be used for programming the registers 710-717 in the repair mode, and for

matching addresses during normal operation. Accordingly, only one set of addressing lines

are required, and only the set pulse signal 730 needs to be added for programming the

registers 710-717.

[0075] If the address signal 720 is a row address, the address matching output 700 can be

used to activate a redundant row when one of the row addresses A<0:7> point to a

malfunctioning row of the primary data storage elements. Thus, the malfunctioning row can

be repaired "on the fly" without the need of blowing fuses (or antifuses). In alternative



implementations, the address matching registers 710-717 can be implemented for matching a

column address. By using appropriate logical combinations and operations, the address

matching registers 710-717 can be used for any other addressing scheme.

[0076] FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary method 800 for powering up and initializing a

memory device, such as a DRAM device, in accordance with an exemplary implementation

of the programmable memory repair scheme. For example, the method 800 can be performed

by the system 100 that includes the controller 120 (FIG. 1) to power up and initialize the

memory device 110 (FIG. 1).

[0077] The system applies power, such as VDD and VDDQ, simultaneously to the

memory device (step 810). If the system uses SiPLink ™ technology, the system can apply

VDQT as well. After pausing for a short time (from about l Oµs to about 10ms) to allow the

power supply to stabilize (step 820), the system enables the clock and applies a stable clock

signal to the memory device for at least 200µs (step 830). The system enables input drivers

of the memory device and sets all inputs to the same logical level (HIGH or LOW) (step

840). The system applies a Precharge-All command to the memory device and pauses for a

predetermined precharge time period tRP (step 850). After applying two or more Auto

Refresh cycles (step 860), the system sets registers in the memory device using standard

MRS and EMRS commands (step 870).

[0078] After setting the standard registers, the system programs the address matching

registers in the memory device to repair a malfunctioning row (step 880). During the repair

phase, the system first applies an Inapac Mode Register Set (IMRS) command to have the

memory device enter into the repair mode (step 882). Next, the system applies to the

memory device an ACT command with an address of the malfunctioning row that needs to be

replaced with a redundant row and waits for a predetermined row-active time period tRAS

(step 884). The system applies again a Precharge-All command to the memory device and

pauses for the corresponding predetermined precharge time period tRP (step 886). The

system then applies another IMRS command to have the memory device quit from the repair

mode (step 888).

[0079] FIG. 9 illustrates an exemplary timing diagram 900 for implementing the

programmable memory repair scheme using the Inapac Mode Register Set (IMRS) command

as discussed above with reference to FIG. 8. The timing diagram 900 illustrates the detailed



timing of multiple input signals that are received by the memory device during the

initialization method 800. These input signals include a clock signal (CK) 910, a clock

enable signal (CKE) 920, command signals (CS, RAS, CAS, WE) 930, address signals 940

and bank selection signal (BA) 950.

[0080] Although the present invention and its advantages have been described with

reference to particular implementations, it should be understood that various changes,

substitutions, and alterations can be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope

of the invention as defined by the appended claims. For example, although particular

semiconductor devices and device packages have been discussed, the described techniques

can be used for other devices and device packages; or steps in the described methods can be

performed in different order and still provide desirable results. Thus, the described

techniques are not limited to SiP devices, and can be implemented in, for example, package-

on-package (PoP) or package-in-package (PiP) structures, single in-line memory modules

(SIMMs), IC boards, personal computers, network servers, or any other device structure. The

described techniques or portions of them can be implemented in software, hardware, or a

combination of software and hardware. For example, some method steps or functional

elements can be implemented in firmware, while others can be "hardwired." Furthermore,

the techniques which are described in detail with reference to a particular structure, such as

rows of data storage elements, can also be applied to other arrangements, for example, to

columns. Also, the techniques of the present invention can be combined with prior art

techniques. For example, the programmable registers of the present inventions can be

combined with prior techniques such as those using laser fuses or anti fuses. In particular

implementations, such combinations can provide additional advantages. For example, the

laser fuses can be used to repair primary data storage elements before packaging, and the

programmable registers can be used for repair after packaging. Such variations can be

implemented with few modifications or additional elements. For example, a flag can be

added to indicate whether the laser fuse bank or the programmable registers are used to

activate certain redundant data storage elements, and the flag can be stored in a laser fuse ID

circuit which identifies the fuses with a laser fuse ID tag, such as a 40-bit tag. The fuse ID

information can be read from the laser fuse ID circuit, for example, in the test mode (Read

Fuse ID mode) using designated test data lines or multiplexed pins. Alternatively, the flag

can be incorporated in the laser fuse bank.



[0081] Thus, the discussion included in this application is intended to serve as a basic

description. It should be understood that the specific discussion may not explicitly describe

all embodiments possible; many alternatives are implicit. It also may not fully explain the

generic nature of the invention and may not explicitly show how each feature or element can

actually be representative of a broader function or of a great variety of alternative or

equivalent elements. Again, these are implicitly included in this disclosure as it would be

understood by a skilled artisan. Where the invention is described in device-oriented

terminology, each element of the device implicitly performs a function. Neither the

description nor the terminology is intended to limit the scope of the claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A semiconductor memory device, comprising:

a plurality of data storage elements including primary data storage elements and one

or more redundant data storage elements, the primary data storage elements having respective

addresses for memory access operations; and

a repair circuit programmable by another semiconductor device separate from the

memory device to recognize a malfunctioning address of the primary data storage elements,

wherein the repair circuit is configured to reroute memory access from a primary data storage

element having the recognized malfunctioning address to a corresponding redundant data

storage element.

2 . The memory device of claim 1, wherein the repair circuit includes one or more

address matching registers that are configured to recognize the malfunctioning address of the

primary data storage elements.

3 . The memory device of claim 2, wherein the address matching registers are

programmable after the memory device is powered up for the memory access operations.

4 . The memory device of claim 2, wherein the primary data storage elements are

organized into primary rows and the redundant data storage elements form a first redundant

row, and wherein the address matching registers are programmable to reroute external access

from a malfunctioning primary row to the first redundant row.

5 . The memory device of claim 2, wherein the primary data storage elements are

organized into primary columns and the redundant data storage elements form a first

redundant column, and wherein the address matching registers are programmable to reroute

external access from a malfunctioning primary column to the first redundant row.



6 . The memory device of claim 2, wherein the address matching registers are

programmable to reroute external access from a single malfunctioning primary data storage

element to a single one of the redundant data storage elements.

7 . The memory device of claim 2, wherein the repair circuit includes address lines to

receive an address of the memory access operations, and the repair circuit is further

configured to use the address lines for programming the address matching registers.

8. The memory device of claim 7, wherein the repair circuit uses the address lines in

combination with a set pulse signal to program the address matching registers.

9 . The memory device of claim 8, wherein the address matching registers are

programmable in a repair mode of the memory device, and the repair circuit includes a set

pulse generating circuit configured to generate the set pulse signal in the repair mode in

response to memory access instructions.

10. The memory device of claim 9, wherein the repair mode is activated in response to a

set memory register instruction.

11. The memory device of claim 9, wherein the set pulse generating circuit is configured

to generate the set pulse signal in the repair mode in response to activate, read, and write

instructions.

12. The memory device of claim 1, wherein the memory device is packaged.

13. The memory device of claim 12, wherein the memory device is packaged with

another semiconductor device in a single package.

14. The memory device of claim 13, wherein the another semiconductor device includes

an application specific integrated circuit.



15. A system, comprising :

a memory controller unit; and

a semiconductor memory device controlled by the memory controller unit to perform

memory access operations, the memory device including a plurality of data storage elements

and a repair circuit, the data storage elements including primary data storage elements and

one or more redundant data storage elements, the primary data storage elements having

respective addresses for the memory access operations, the repair circuit including one or

more address matching registers that are programmable by the memory control unit after

powering up the memory device, wherein the programmed address matching registers are

configured to recognize a malfunctioning address of the primary data storage elements and

the repair circuit is configured to reroute memory access from a primary data storage element

having the recognized malfunctioning address to a corresponding redundant data storage

element.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory controller unit is implemented in a first

integrated circuit device and the memory device is implemented in a second integrated circuit

device.

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory controller unit:

includes a non-volatile memory to store repair information about the malfunctioning

address, and

is configured to program the address matching registers based on the stored repair

information.

18. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory controller unit:

includes a memory test function to test the primary data storage elements, and

is configured to program the address matching registers based on a result of the test.

19. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory control unit and the memory device are

assembled in a single package.



20. The system of claim 19, wherein the memory control unit is implemented in an

application specific integrated circuit.

2 1. A method for operating a memory device including primary and redundant data

storage elements and a repair circuit with one or more address matching registers, the method

comprising:

storing a repair address in a non-volatile memory, the repair address indicating one or

more malfunctioning primary data storage elements;

providing operational power for the memory device;

entering into a memory setup mode to prepare the powered memory device for

subsequent memory access operations;

in the memory setup mode, programming the address matching registers based on the

stored repair address; and

exiting the memory setup mode to allow the memory device to perform the memory

access operations during which the address matching registers are configured to recognize the

repair address and the repair circuit is configured to reroute the memory access operations

from the primary data storage elements to corresponding ones of the redundant data storage

elements if the repair address is recognized.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein programming the address matching registers

comprises:

entering into a repair mode;

providing the repair address to the repair circuit;

activating one or more of the address matching registers based on the provided repair

address; and

exiting the repair mode.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein activating one or more of the address matching

registers includes activating a first address matching register by a set pulse signal generated

in response to a memory access instruction.



24. The method of claim 23, wherein the memory access instruction includes a read, write

or row activate instruction.

25 . The method of claim 21, further comprising :

in the memory setup mode, setting one or more memory access registers of the

memory device to define parameters of the memory access operations.

26. The method of claim 21, further comprising:

testing the memory device to identify the repair address.

27. A method for testing a semiconductor memory device assembled in a single package

with a memory controller that is configured to control the memory device for memory access

operations, the memory device including primary and redundant data storage elements and a

repair circuit with one or more address matching registers, the method comprising:

testing the memory device in the package, the test identifying one or more

malfunctioning primary data storage elements;

storing a repair address corresponding to the malfunctioning primary data storage

elements in a non-volatile memory of the memory controller; and

providing a repair unit in the memory controller, the repair unit configured to program

the address matching registers of the memory device based on the stored address information

in preparation for the memory access operations, wherein the programmed address matching

registers are configured to recognize the repair address based on which the repair circuit

reroutes the memory access operations from the malfunctioning primary data storage

elements to corresponding ones of the redundant data storage elements.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the memory controller is implemented in an

application specific integrated circuit.

29. The method of claim 27, further comprising:

testing the memory device and the memory controller separately before assembling in

the single package.



30. The method of claim 27, wherein the repair unit includes software stored in the non

volatile memory of the memory controller.

31. A system, comprising:

a first integrated circuit device having a memory setup function; and

a second integrated circuit device connected to the first integrated circuit device and

including a memory device having a plurality of data storage elements and a repair circuit,

the data storage elements including primary data storage elements and one or more redundant

data storage elements, the primary data storage elements having respective addresses for

memory access operations, the repair circuit being programmable by the memory setup

function of the first integrated circuit device after powering up the second integrated circuit,

wherein the programmed repair circuit is configured to recognize a malfunctioning address of

the primary data storage elements and to reroute memory access from a primary data storage

element having the recognized malfunctioning address to a corresponding redundant data

storage element.

32. The system of claim 31, wherein the repair circuit includes one or more address

matching registers that are programmable by the memory setup function of the first integrated

circuit device after powering up the second integrated circuit and the programmed address

matching registers are configured to recognize the malfunctioning address of the primary data

storage elements.

33. The system of claim 31, wherein the first and second integrated circuit devices are

assembled in separate integrated circuit packages.

34. The system of claim 33, wherein the separate packages are mounted on a single

circuit board.

35. The system of claim 31, wherein the first and second integrated circuit devices are

assembled into a single system-in-package device.



36. The system of claim 31, wherein the first integrated circuit device includes non

volatile memory storing information about the malfunctioning address which is used by the

memory setup function to program the repair circuit in the second integrated circuit.

37. A method for operating a system that includes a first integrated circuit device and a

second integrated circuit device operably connected to the first integrated circuit device, the

second integrated circuit device including a memory device having primary and redundant

data storage elements, the method comprising:

testing the memory device to identify one or more malfunctioning primary data

storage elements;

storing at least one repair address corresponding to the malfunctioning primary data

storage elements in a non-volatile memory of the first integrated circuit device; and

enabling a memory setup function in the first integrated circuit device to program a

memory repair circuit in the second integrated circuit device based on the stored repair

address in preparation for memory access operations, wherein the programmed memory

repair circuit is configured to reroute the memory access operations from the malfunctioning

primary data storage elements to corresponding ones of the redundant data storage elements.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the repair circuit includes one or more address

matching registers that are programmable by the memory setup function of the first integrated

circuit device after powering up the second integrated circuit and the programmed address

matching registers are configured to recognize the repair address.

39. The method of claim 37, wherein the first and second integrated circuit devices are

assembled into a single system-in-package device.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 4 August 2009 (04.08.2009).

1. A semiconductor memory device, comprising:

a plurality of data storage elements including primary data storage elements and one

or more redundant data storage elements, the primary data storage elements having respective

addresses for memory access operations; and

a repair circuit configured to reroute memory access from a primary data storage

element having the recognized malfunctioning address to a corresponding redundant data

storage element;

wherein the repair circuit is configured to be programmable by another semiconductor

device separate from the memory device to recognize a malfunctioning address in the primary

data storage elements.

2. The memory device of claim 1, wherein the repair circuit includes one or more

address matching registers that are configured to recognize the malfunctioning address of the

primary data storage elements.

3. The memory device of claim 2, wherein the address matching registers are

programmable after the memory device is powered up for the memory access operations.

4. The memory device of claim 2, wherein the primary data storage elements are

organized into primary rows and the redundant data storage elements form a first redundant

row, and wherein the address matching registers are programmable to reroute external access

from a malfunctioning primary row to the first redundant row.

5. The memory device of claim 2, wherein the primary data storage elements are

organized into primary columns and the redundant data storage elements form a first

redundant column, and wherein the address matching registers are programmable to reroute

external access from a malfunctioning primary column to the first redundant row.



6. The memory device of claim 2, wherein the address matching registers are

programmable to reroute external access from a single malfunctioning primary data storage

element to a single one of the redundant data storage elements.

7. The memory device of claim 2, wherein the repair circuit includes address lines to

receive an address of the memory access operations, and the repair circuit is further

configured to use the address lines for programming the address matching registers.

8. The memory device of claim 7, wherein the repair circuit uses the address lines in

combination with a set pulse signal to program the address matching registers.

9. The memory device of claim 8, wherein the address matching registers are

programmable in a repair mode of the memory device, and the repair circuit includes a set

pulse generating circuit configured to generate the set pulse signal in the repair mode in

response to memory access instructions.

10. The memory device of claim 9, wherein the repair mode is activated in response to a

set memory register instruction.

11. The memory device of claim 9, wherein the set pulse generating circuit is configured

to generate the set pulse signal in the repair mode in response to activate, read, and write

instructions.

12. The memory device of claim 1, wherein the memory device is packaged.

13. The memory device of claim 12, wherein the memory device is packaged with another

semiconductor device in a single package.

14. The memory device of claim 13, wherein the other semiconductor device includes an

application specific integrated circuit.



15. A system, comprising:

a memory controller unit, wherein the memory controller unit includes a non-volatile

memory to store repair information about the malfunctioning address, and wherein the

memory controller unit is configured to program the address matching registers based on the

stored repair information; and

a semiconductor memory device controlled by the memory controller unit to perform

memory access operations, the memory device including a plurality of data storage elements

and a repair circuit, the data storage elements including primary data storage elements and

one or more redundant data storage elements, the primary data storage elements having

respective addresses for the memory access operations, the repair circuit including one or

more address matching registers that are programmable by the memory control unit after

powering up the memory device, wherein the programmed address matching registers are

configured to recognize a malfunctioning address of the primary data storage elements and

the repair circuit is configured to reroute memory access from a primary data storage element

having the recognized malfunctioning address to a corresponding redundant data storage

element;

wherein the repair circuit in the semiconductor memory device is configured to be

programmed by the memory controller unit to recognize a malfunctioning address of the

primary data storage elements.

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory controller unit is implemented in a first

integrated circuit device and the memory device is implemented in a second integrated circuit

device.

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory controller unit includes a memory test

function to detect malfunctions of primary data storage elements in the semiconductor

memory device.



18. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory controller unit:

includes a memory test function to test the primary data storage elements, and

is configured to program the address matching registers based on a result of the test.

19. The system of claim 15, wherein the memory control unit and the memory device are

assembled in a single package.

20. The system of claim 19, wherein the memory control unit is implemented in an

application specific integrated circuit.

2 1. A method for operating a memory device including primary and redundant data

storage elements and a repair circuit with one or more address matching registers, the method

comprising:

storing a repair address in a non-volatile memory, the repair address indicating one or

more malfunctioning primary data storage elements, wherein the non-volatile memory is

located in another semiconductor device separate from the memory device;

providing operational power for the memory device;

entering into a memory setup mode to prepare the powered memory device for

subsequent memory access operations;

in the memory setup mode, using a memory controller located in another

semiconductor device separate from the memory device to program the address matching

registers based on the stored repair address; and

exiting the memory setup mode to allow the memory device to perform the memory

access operations during which the address matching registers are configured to recognize the

repair address and the repair circuit is configured to reroute the memory access operations

from the primary data storage elements to corresponding ones of the redundant data storage

elements if the repair address is recognized.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein programming the address matching registers

comprises:



entering into a repair mode;

providing the repair address to the repair circuit;

activating one or more of the address matching registers based on the provided repair

address; and

exiting the repair mode.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein activating one or more of the address matching

registers includes activating a first address matching register by a set pulse signal generated in

response to a memory access instruction.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the memory access instruction includes a read, write

or row activate instruction.

25. The method of claim 21, further comprising:

in the memory setup mode, setting one or more memory access registers of the

memory device to define parameters of the memory access operations.

26. The method of claim 2 1, further comprising:

using a testing function of the memory controller to test the memory device to identify

the repair address.

27. A method for testing a semiconductor memory device assembled in a single package

with a memory controller, which is separate from the memory device and is configured to

configure the memory device for memory access operations, the memory device including

primary and redundant data storage elements and a repair circuit with one or more address

matching registers, the method comprising:

using a testing function of the memory controller to test the memory device in the

package, the test identifying one or more malfunctioning primary data storage elements;

storing a repair address corresponding to the malfunctioning primary data storage

elements in a non-volatile memory of the memory controller; and



using a repair unit in the memory controller to program the address matching registers

of the memory device based on the stored address information in preparation for the memory

access operations, wherein the programmed address matching registers are configured to

recognize the repair address based on which the repair circuit reroutes the memory access

operations from the malfunctioning primary data storage elements to corresponding ones of

the redundant data storage elements.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the memory controller is implemented in an

application specific integrated circuit.

29. The method of claim 27, further comprising:

testing the memory device and the memory controller separately before assembling in

the single package.

30. The method of claim 27, wherein the repair unit includes software stored in the non¬

volatile memory of the memory controller.

31. A system, comprising:

a first integrated circuit device having a memory setup function; and

a second integrated circuit device connected to the first integrated circuit device and

including a memory device having a plurality of data storage elements and a repair circuit, the

data storage elements including primary data storage elements and one or more redundant

data storage elements, the primary data storage elements having respective addresses for

memory access operations, wherein the programmed repair circuit is configured to recognize

a malfunctioning address of the primary data storage elements and to reroute memory access

from a primary data storage element having the recognized malfunctioning address to a

corresponding redundant data storage element;

wherein, after powering up the second integrated circuit, the repair circuit is

configured to be programmed by the memory setup function of the first integrated circuit

device to recognize a malfunctioning address in the primary data storage elements.



32. The system of claim 3 1, wherein the repair circuit includes one or more address

matching registers that are programmable by the memory setup function of the first integrated

circuit device after powering up the second integrated circuit and the programmed address

matching registers are configured to recognize the malfunctioning address of the primary data

storage elements.

33. The system of claim 31, wherein the first and second integrated circuit devices are

assembled in separate integrated circuit packages.

34. The system of claim 33, wherein the separate packages are mounted on a single circuit

board.

35. The system of claim 31, wherein the first and second integrated circuit devices are

assembled into a single system-in-package device.

36. The system of claim 31, wherein the first integrated circuit device includes non¬

volatile memory storing information about the malfunctioning address which is used by the

memory setup function to program the repair circuit in the second integrated circuit.

37. The system of claim 31, wherein during a startup mode, a testing function of the

memory controller is configured to test the memory device to identify malfunctioning primary

data storage elements.

38. A method for operating a system that includes a first integrated circuit device and a

second integrated circuit device operably connected to the first integrated circuit device, the

second integrated circuit device including a memory device having primary and redundant

data storage elements, the method comprising:

using a testing function of the first integrated circuit device to test the memory device

to identify one or more malfunctioning primary data storage elements;



storing at least one repair address corresponding to the malfunctioning primary data

storage elements in a non-volatile memory of the first integrated circuit device; and

enabling a memory setup function in the first integrated circuit device to program a

memory repair circuit in the second integrated circuit device based on the stored repair

address in preparation for memory access operations, wherein the programmed memory repair

circuit is configured to reroute the memory access operations from the malfunctioning

primary data storage elements to corresponding ones of the redundant data storage elements.

39. The method of claim 38, wherein the repair circuit includes one or more address

matching registers that are programmable by the memory setup function of the first integrated

circuit device after powering up the second integrated circuit and the programmed address

matching registers are configured to recognize the repair address.

40. The method of claim 38, wherein the first and second integrated circuit devices are

assembled into a single system-in-package device.
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